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1 Introduction

Tones have frequently appeared and multiplied under the influence of the laryngeal articulations of adjacent consonants (§§2–4), but much more rarely under the influence of the vowels that bear them (§6). The laryngeal articulations of following consonants readily introduce tones into previously toneless languages, but those of preceding consonants far more often split existing tones than introduce them where there were none before (§5). Opposite tones can arise from the same ostensible phonological source, apparently because the source can be pronounced so as to raise or lower F0 (§§3.2.2 and 4). Finally, tone can arise from prosodic as well as segmental sources (§7). In all these sound changes, a predictable or redundant F0 difference becomes contrastive – i.e. is “phonologized” – once the contrast that introduced it neutralizes. These changes show how easily languages blur the distinction between phonetics and phonology and undermine their autonomy over time.

2 From consonants to tone

2.1 Introduction

The first two examples, Yabem and Korean (§2.2), show how tone can remain redundant on phonation contrasts in preceding consonants, and the next two, Kammu and Cham (§2.3), show how the contrast transfers from phonation contrasts to tone. This section closes with discussion of how redundant F0 differences are phonologized (§2.4), why voiced obstruents lower F0 (§2.5), how consonants’ influence on F0 is represented phonologically (§2.6), and whether a consonant’s phonological specification or its phonetic properties determine its tonogenetic effects (§2.7).
2.2 Yabem and Korean: Contrastive phonation and redundant tone

In Yabem, an Oceanic Austronesian language of the North Huon Gulf (Bradshaw 1979; Ross 1993) and Korean (Jun 1996; Silva 2006; Kang & Guion 2008), tone remains redundant on phonation contrasts in preceding consonants (CHAPTER 2: CONTRAST).

2.2.1 Yabem

In Yabem (Ross 1993), tonogenesis is the product of tone–voicing harmony. The weak syllable of a two-syllable iambic foot acquired the tone and voicing of the strong syllable when the strong syllable began with a stop in Proto-Huon Gulf (PHG), and a strong syllable not beginning with a stop acquired the tone and voicing of the weak syllable when it began with a voiced stop in PHG,1 as illustrated by the alternations in the three realis/irrealis verb paradigms in Table 97.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 sg</th>
<th>2 sg</th>
<th>3 sg</th>
<th>1 pl incl, 2 pl.</th>
<th>3 pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-dè <code>move towards</code></td>
<td>gà-dè</td>
<td>gò-dè</td>
<td>gé-dè</td>
<td>dà-dé</td>
<td>sè-dè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realis</td>
<td>já-dè</td>
<td>ó-dè</td>
<td>è-dè</td>
<td>dà-de</td>
<td>sè-dè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>ká-tàn</td>
<td>kó-tàn</td>
<td>ké-tàn</td>
<td>tá-tàn</td>
<td>sé-tàn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tá <code>weep</code></td>
<td>gà-tá</td>
<td>gò-tá</td>
<td>gé-tá</td>
<td>tá-tá</td>
<td>sè-tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realis</td>
<td>já-tá</td>
<td>ó-tá</td>
<td>è-tá</td>
<td>tá-tá</td>
<td>sè-tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>gà-lù</td>
<td>gò-lù</td>
<td>gè-lù</td>
<td>tá-lù</td>
<td>sè-lù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lu <code>vomit</code></td>
<td>gà-lù</td>
<td>gò-lù</td>
<td>gé-lù</td>
<td>tá-lù</td>
<td>sè-lù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realis</td>
<td>já-lù</td>
<td>ó-lù</td>
<td>è-lù</td>
<td>tá-lù</td>
<td>sè-lù</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The voiced and voiceless stems /-dè/ and /-tá/ show the covariation of stop voicing and tone within the strong syllable of the foot. No tone is marked on /-lu/ `vomit` because it varies between low when the prefix stop is voiced (after realis singular [gà-, gò-, gé-]), and high otherwise (after 1st plural inclusive [tá-] and 3rd plural [sé-] and in all irrealis forms). As this stem is high after pre-fixes that do not contain stops, high must be the default tone value for tone, with low occurring only when a voiced stop appears somewhere in the foot. Neither voicing nor its absence can be the default value, as alternations occur in both directions: 1st singular /gà-/ → [ká-] and 1st plural inclusive /tá-/ → [dá-]. These observations indicate that voicing is the source of low tone (as well as voicing any stop in a weak syllable’s onset), and that high tone and the absence of voicing developed elsewhere.

In other examples, tone is contrastive, e.g. /
áwè/ `outside` vs. /
àwè/ `woman` and /
olí/ `body` vs. /
olí/ `wages`. The source of the tones in these and similar

---

1 Generally, Proto-Oceanic (PO) *b, *g > PHG *b, *g > Proto-North Huon Gulf (PNHG) *b, *g > Yabem /b g/ and low tone, and in some morphemes, PO *p, *k unpredictably voiced and lenited to PHG *v, *y > PNHG zero reflexes in Yabem with low tone.
examples is apparently the PHG *v, *y which derive via voicing and lenition from PO **p, **k.

2.2.2 Korean
Following an aspirated [spread glottis] or tense [constricted glottis] stop (CHAPTER 6: FINAL DEVOICING AND FINAL LARYNGEAL NEUTRALIZATION), the initial L of the accentual phrase’s LHL melody found after a laryngeally unspecified lax stop is raised to H in Seoul and Chonnam Korean (Jun 1996) – elsewhere in the word, the F0 elevation is smaller and shorter lasting. Silva (2006) and Kang and Guion (2008) argue that tone is becoming contrastive after consonants that are not [constricted glottis] as the duration of aspiration in lax stops has lengthened in younger people’s speech to match that of aspirated stops.

2.3 Kammu and Cham: Contrastive tone and loss of phonation contrasts

Kammu and Cham illustrate the transfer from phonation to tone contrasts.

2.3.1 Kammu

Table 97.2 shows that in two western dialects of the Mon-Khmer language, Kammu, low tones (“à”) appear where syllables begin with voiced stops and sonorants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E. Kammu</th>
<th>W. Kammu</th>
<th>W. Kammu</th>
<th>W. Kammu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tone 1</td>
<td>Tone 2</td>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. buːc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘rice wine’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puiːc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
<td>pː uc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to take off clothes’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bok</td>
<td>pː ok</td>
<td>pː ok</td>
<td>pː ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to cut down a tree’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pok</td>
<td>pː k</td>
<td>pː k</td>
<td>pː k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to take a bite’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buːm</td>
<td>pː um</td>
<td>pː um</td>
<td>pː um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to chew’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puːm</td>
<td>pː um</td>
<td>pː um</td>
<td>pː um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to fart’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glaːŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘stone’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klaːŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
<td>kːlæŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘eagle’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaŋ</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to weigh’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caŋ</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
<td>cːn̥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘astringent’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɲəʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to fear’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɭɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɭɲəʔ</td>
<td>ɭɲəʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘paddy rice’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raːŋ</td>
<td>raːŋ</td>
<td>raːŋ</td>
<td>raːŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭraːŋ</td>
<td>ɭraːŋ</td>
<td>ɭraːŋ</td>
<td>ɭraːŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘tooth’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘to chase’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭwaʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
<td>wːʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘monkey’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the eastern dialect and a higher tone (high “á” or rising-falling “â”) where those syllables begin with voiceless stops and sonorants; the other western dialect shows a contrast in voice quality (also known as “register”) instead (Svantesson 1989; Suwilai 2003). Whether the higher tone is high or rising-falling in the first tonal dialect depends on whether the vowel is short or long.

In both tonal dialects, voiceless sonorants have become voiced, and in the first, voiced stops have become voiceless unaspirated. These mergers transfer the contrast from phonation in the initial consonant to tone in the following vowel (cf. Hyman 2008 on “trans-phonologization”). In the second tonal dialect, voiceless aspirated stops correspond to voiced stops in the eastern dialect, so the tone difference remains redundant in syllables beginning with stops. In the register dialect, a clear or tense voice quality and high tone (“â” or “á”) corresponds to voiceless initials in the non-tonal dialect, while a breathy voice quality and low pitch “ã” corresponds to voiced initials. In this dialect, too, the contrast has been transferred completely from the initial consonant to the following vowel. Tone is rising-falling or high after [spread glottis] consonants (= voiceless aspirated stops, /s h/) and [constricted glottis] consonants (= /ŋ w e/ – the implosives correspond to glottalized nasals /m n/ in the non-tonal dialect). Surprisingly, tone is low following /ŋ/ itself.

2.3.2 Cham
Two Chamic languages, Eastern Cham (Phu et al. 1992) and Utsat (Maddieson & Pang 1993) have also developed tone from preceding consonants (see also Thurgood 1999; but cf. Brunelle 2005, for arguments that Eastern Cham is not tonal), while Western Cham has developed a register contrast instead. These developments are much like those observed in the Western Kammu dialects, except that proto-Cham did not distinguish sonorants for phonation. Low tone emerged after voiced sonorants, unless the syllable ended in glottal stop, in which case high tone emerged.

2.4 Exaggeration and then transfer
In Yabem and Korean, the F0 differences remain largely predictable from the phonation differences in the consonants, yet they are exaggerated in both size and extent in both languages, so they cannot still be described as mere phonetic perturbations. The tonal Western Kammu dialects, Eastern Cham and Utsat have taken the next step and transferred the contrast from these exaggerated but still redundant F0 differences to tone by no longer pronouncing at least some of the preceding consonants with distinct phonation. Jun (1996) shows that exaggerated F0 differences may coexist with phonation differences, so exaggeration of one phonetic difference does not necessarily trade off at first with diminution of another,3 but Silva (2006) and Kang and Guion (2008) show that such a trade-off may eventually occur and thereby transfer the contrast.

2 “Register” refers to breathy or lax vs. tense, clear or modal voice quality, low vs. high F0 and higher vs. lower vowel qualities, which may occur singly or in combination (Gregerson 1976; Huffman 1976; Thongkum 1987; Denning 1989). In many Mon-Khmer languages, the first value appears in words that began with voiced obstruents and sonorants in an earlier form of the language, while the second appears in words that began with voiceless consonants. The first values may all be concomitants of expanding the pharynx by advancing the tongue root and lowering the larynx (Lindau 1979; Edmondson & Esling 2006).

3 Phonation properties vary in their probability of occurrence, not in their value; for example, a stop may occur more or less often with aspiration but not with a greater or lesser degree.
2.5 The phonetics of low tone from voiced stops

In Yabem, Western Kammu, Eastern Cham and Utsat, low tones developed on vowels following voiced stops and non-low tones elsewhere. These tones could have arisen from exaggerating the F0 lowering that is an automatic phonetic side-effect of an articulation whose purpose is to resolve the aerodynamic conflict between voicing and obstruency. On the one hand, producing the noise characteristic of obstruents requires that intraoral air pressure ($P_o$) rise, but, on the other hand, maintaining voicing requires that $P_o$ remain enough below subglottal air pressure ($P_s$) that air continues to flow up through the glottis. An articulation that both maintains the pressure drop across the glottis and also lowers F0 is larynx lowering (Hombert 1978; Hombert et al. 1979), which slows the rise in $P_o$ by enlarging the oral cavity (Westbury 1983) and slackens the vocal folds by tilting the cricoid cartilage forward relative to the thyroid cartilage (Honda et al. 1999). This slackening could be an automatic, unintended mechanical consequence of larynx lowering, because this articulation’s purpose in voiced obstruents is to expand the oral cavity and keep the rise in $P_o$ in check. Yet Honda et al. (1999) as well as Collier (1975), Ewan (1976), and Erickson et al. (1994), show that larynx lowering is also one of the maneuvers which speakers use to lower F0 deliberately. Their results suggest that larynx lowering in a voiced obstruent could also be intended to lower F0.

Why would a speaker wish to lower F0 when producing a voiced obstruent? Kingston and Diehl (1994, 1995) and Kingston et al. (2008) argue that a low F0 in vowels flanking a voiced stop integrates perceptually with voicing in the stop closure itself to enhance the percept of the presence of low-frequency energy in and near the stop (see also Stevens & Blumstein 1981). The percept of low-frequency energy (among other auditory qualities) rather than either voicing or low F0 individually may be what conveys that the stop is [voice]. Integration unifies the stop’s phonation and the adjacent vowel’s pitch phonetically, at a stage in perception between the signal’s raw acoustics and the listener’s recognition of the stop’s value for an abstract distinctive feature [voice]. This line of reasoning suggests that the lower F0 next to voiced obstruents may be as deliberate a consequence of larynx lowering as keeping $P_o$ from rising too fast.

This account extends naturally to the register differences that have developed from the [voice] contrast in Western Kammu, Lamet, Western Cham and elsewhere (see also Henderson 1967, Mati coffin 1973, Denning 1989, and Thurgood 2002 for recognition of this link). In breathy voice, the first harmonic is far more intense than higher harmonics compared to modal or tense voice, and in higher vowels, the first formant (F1) is lower than in lower vowels. While both differences can be interpreted as automatic concomitants of producing voicing in an adjacent stop, their exaggeration and phonologization in the development of register contrasts in these languages can equally easily be construed as an attempt to strengthen the percept of low-frequency energy next to the stop.4

---

4 F0 is usually lower in breathy voice, as in tonal Western Kammu and Eastern Cham compared to registral Western Kammu and Western Cham. Obstruents that are sometimes described as breathy voiced also “depress” tone in many Southern Bantu languages (Brycroft 1980, 1983; Traill et al. 1987; Traill 1990; Cassimjee 1998; Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1988; Donnelly 2009). However, the depressors are often no longer breathy nor even voiced (Schachter 1976; Traill 1990; Jessen & Roux 2002; Maddieson 2003; Strazny 2003; Downing & Gick 2005; Downing 2009), so depression has become autonomous from the original laryngeal articulation that first introduced it into the languages (Traill et al. 1987; Traill 1990; Maddieson 2003), like other transfers of contrast from phonation to tone.
2.6 Stiff and slack

Halle and Stevens (1971) propose a different unification, which substitutes features used to represent tone contrasts in vowels, [stiff] and [slack] vocal folds, for [voice] in obstruents (see also Löfqvist et al. 1989 for phonetic evidence, and Avery & Idsardi 2001 for a dramatic extension of Halle & Stevens’ proposals). A stop specified for [slack] vocal folds would be pronounced with voicing and would lower F0 on the following vowel, while one specified for [stiff] would be pronounced without voicing and with higher F0 on the following vowel. Voicing in obstruents is thus a side-effect of the vocal folds being slack enough.

The reduction in vocal fold tension represented by [slack] both helps and hinders keeping P\textsubscript{o} enough below P\textsubscript{s}: slacker folds vibrate for a smaller pressure drop across the glottis than stiffer ones, but they also let a larger volume of air pass through the glottis per unit of time and thereby accelerate the rise in P\textsubscript{o}. Speakers apparently rely instead on slowing the rise in P\textsubscript{o} by expanding the oral cavity both actively (Bell-Berti & Hirose 1975; Westbury 1983) and passively (Ohala & Riordan 1979). Halle and Stevens’s features do not therefore abstract away from the phonetic realization of the phonation and tone contrasts so much as subsume them under a single contrast, whose phonetic realization differs systematically as a function of the segment’s value for other features (cf. Kingston & Diehl 1994; see also chapter 17: distinctive features).

The Korean facts show that obstruents with other phonation types than [voice] raise rather than lower F0. Jun (1996) attributes this difference to the [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] stops also being [stiff], apparently as a byproduct of stronger thyroarytenoid (also known as vocalis) contraction compared to the lax stops – cricothyroid contraction does not differ between the three classes of stops (Hirose et al. 1974; Hirose et al. 1981). The differences in the amount and timing of thyroarytenoid contraction are intended to contribute to differences between these stops in the glottal opening’s size and timing (see also Kagaya 1974) and in the [constricted glottis] stops to the firmness with which the vocal folds are pressed against one another, but they clearly affect F0 too.

2.7 Phonetics or phonology?

The discussion in §2.5 treats F0 lowering next to voiced obstruents as one of the intended correlates of an abstract [voice] contrast. F0 raising next to [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] could be treated as a similarly deliberate correlate of these contrasts. Yet we have seen two clear instances of tonogenesis from phonetically predictable rather than contrastive properties, namely, predictably voiced sonorants induced a low tone in the tonal Western Kammu dialects and in Eastern Cham, and the predictably spread glottis voiceless fricative [s] induced a high tone in the tonal Western Kammu dialects. The low tone that emerged after voiced sonorants in the tonal Western Kammu dialects could be attributed to their contrasting with voiceless sonorants in their ancestor (and the Eastern Kammu dialect). However, sonorants did not contrast for [voice] in proto-Cham, so the low tone that emerged in Eastern Cham after voiced sonorants cannot derive from a correlate of the [voice] contrast in that language. Similarly, voiceless fricatives do not contrast for [spread glottis] with voiced ones in Western Kammu. The participation of voiced sonorants and /s/ suggest that their tonogenetic effects are determined by their being pronounced with voicing or the
The quandary here is this: if the F0 differences next to consonants contrasting the phonation features [voice], [spread glottis], and [constricted glottis] are the product of articulations that are controlled so as to produce those differences, why do the differences also appear next to consonants that do not contrast for any of these features? Their appearance next to this latter group of consonants suggests that they are instead automatic consequences of voicing, opening the glottis wide, etc., and that it is only the articulations which produce these properties that are controlled. Producing voicing in a sonorant, however, does not require any articulation such as larynx lowering to keep the rise in $P_o$ in check, because no appreciable amount of air is trapped inside the oral cavity during their pronunciation. In the absence of such an articulation, F0 would also not be automatically lowered next to sonorants, however reliably voiced they would be. These facts suggest that voiced sonorants pattern with voiced obstruents because voicing makes them phonetically similar, and that F0 is deliberately lowered next to them to enhance this phonetic similarity.

The case of voiceless fricatives apparently differs: the glottis must be opened wide to provide a volume of airflow through the oral constriction downstream sufficient to produce turbulent, noisy airflow. Opening the glottis wide in voiceless aspirated stops is presumably also intended to produce turbulent, noisy airflow after the stop release, so both non-contrastive and contrastive glottal spreading have a common purpose. Even so, glottal spreading does not automatically raise F0 (Hombert et al. 1979; Kingston & Diehl 1994), and to do so would require deliberate stiffening of the folds next to both classes of consonants. In short, what looked like evidence that the F0 differences must be automatic turns out to be evidence that they must instead be controlled.

3 Tonogenesis from following consonants

The strikingly similar tonogenetic behavior of following consonants in Vietnamese and Chinese (§3.1) is presented first, followed by the discussion of Athabaskan (§3.2). The Athabaskan data are the first to show that opposite tones can evolve from the same ostensible phonological source (§3.2.2).

3.1 Vietnamese and Chinese

According to Haudricourt (1954b), the tone contrasts of present-day Vietnamese developed in two stages. First, a final stop induced a rising tone, a final voiceless fricative a falling tone, and a level tone developed in other syllables, which were either open or ended in a nasal (see the columns in Table 97.3). A considerable time later, each of these tones then split in two under the influence of a [voice] contrast in syllable-initial stops, with words beginning with voiced stops developing lower pitches than those beginning with voiceless ones (see the rows in Table 97.3). The resulting six-way tone contrast displayed in Table 97.3 can be observed today in the Vietnamese spoken in the northern part of Vietnam.

Thurgood (2002) argues that the tones attributed to final and initial stops in Vietnamese did not arise directly from the stops themselves but instead from differences in voice quality that perturbed F0. The distinction between a rising
and level tone initially arose from a contrast between creaky and modal voice in syllables not ending in stops or fricatives in Proto-Vietic (Diffloth 1989). Tones in syllables ending in stops subsequently merged with those arising in creaky voice syllables because final stops were pronounced with a simultaneous glottal closure. Similarly, the subsequent tone split arose from an earlier difference between a breathy and a modal voice quality induced by preceding voiced and voiceless stops and not directly from the [voice] contrast itself. Only the falling tones that developed in syllables that ended in voiceless fricatives are attributed directly to the consonants themselves (Thurgood 2002: 336).5

Haudricourt (1954a), Pulleyblank (1962), Mei (1970), Baxter (1982), and Sagart (1999) propose that tones developed in much the same way in the evolution from Old Chinese (500 BCE) to Middle Chinese (500 CE). Between Old and Middle Chinese, the ping ‘level’ or A tone arose in syllables ending in vowels or sonorants, the shang ‘rising’ or B tone in syllables ending in a glottal stop, and the qu ‘departing’ or C tone in syllables ending in originally in /s/, which had become /h/ by the time the tones developed. A fourth tone, ru ‘entering’ or D, arose in syllables ending in an oral stop. Between Middle Chinese and the present-day languages, these tones split into lower and higher reflexes when the voiceless stops merged with the voiceless unaspirated stops. There is little disagreement about this second stage in the development of the present-day tones, but considerable controversy about the transition from Old to Middle Chinese; for alternative analyses see Wang (1958), Benedict (1972), and Ballard (1988). Lack of space prevents me from doing more here than mention the fact of this controversy.

### 3.2 Athabaskan

The Athabaskan languages in northwestern Canada, southeastern Alaska and the Apachean subgroup are tonal, while those in southwestern Alaska and along the Pacific Coast of Oregon and northern California are not (Leer 1979, 1999, 2001; Kingston 2005; Krauss 2005). Most of the latter retain a contrast between glottalic and non-glottalic stops at the ends of stems that has been replaced by tones in the tonal languages.

---

5 The Tamang languages, a group of closely related Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal, synchronically illustrate the covariation of tone, voice quality and voicing in preceding obstruents that was the hypothesized precursor to present-day Vietnamese (Mazaudon 1978, forthcoming; Mazaudon & Michaud 2008).
3.2.1 Stem rime contents

Three contrasts between stem-final consonants (1a–c) and two contrasts between stem nuclei (1d–e) interacted in tonogenesis:

(1) a. Glottalic vs. non-glottalic stops (K’ vs. K), sonorants (’R vs. R), and fricatives (’X vs. X)
   b. Stops vs. sonorants (K vs. R)
   c. Stops vs. fricatives (K vs. X)
   d. Full vs. reduced (or long vs. short) nuclei (VV and VP vs. V)
   e. Full vowel nuclei ending with glottal constriction (V?) vs. those not ending with glottal constriction (VV).

(The difference in the position of the glottalic diacritic (K’ vs. ’R and ’X) is explained below.)

If a stem rime lacked a coda consonant, the nucleus had to be full (VV or V?), but reduced as well as full vowel nuclei occurred in rimes ending in a consonant (VC, VVC). A rime ending in a glottalic sonorant or fricative with a non-glottalic full vowel nucleus did not contrast with one with a glottalic full vowel nucleus, i.e. VV’R and VV’X = V’R and V’X. Otherwise, all possible combinations of rimes and nuclei occurred. Anticipating §3.2.2, the tones are referred to as the “marked” and “unmarked” (see also CHAPTER 4: MARKEDNESS).

When the vowel was reduced, marked tone developed in stems ending in a glottalic stop or sonorant (VK’, V’R), while unmarked tone developed in those ending in a non-glottalic stop or sonorant (VK, VR). When the vowel was full and non-glottalic, however, marked tone only developed in stems ending in glottalic sonorants (VV’R); otherwise, the unmarked tone developed (VVK’ as well as VVK, VVR). The glottalic articulation was thus lost without a trace in VVK’ stems in the tonal languages. Marked tone also developed in all stems with a glottalic full vowel (V?, V’K, V’K’). Glottalic fricatives are derived in certain stem allomorphs by spirantizing glottalic stops (VK’ > V’X, VVK’ > VV’X), and they behave like glottalic sonorants in producing marked tone on preceding full as well as reduced vowel nuclei in the tonal languages.

Much as Thurgood (2002) did for Vietnamese (§3.1), Leer (1979, 1999) argued that marked tone did not develop directly from any glottalic articulation on a stem-final consonant; glottalic consonants instead introduced a voice quality he called “constriction” on the preceding vowel, which was subsequently replaced by the marked tone. As in the ancestor of Vietnamese, some stem nuclei already contrasted for constriction in Proto-Athabaskan, i.e. *V? vs. *VV, and stems ending in glottalic consonants merged tonogenetically with those whose nuclei were constricted.

Kingston (1985, 1990, 2005) argues that sonorants and fricatives behaved differently from stops because they lacked a stop burst with which the laryngeal articulation could be coordinated (CHAPTER 8: SONORANTS; CHAPTER 28: THE REPRESENTATION OF FRICATIVES). The laryngeal articulation in sonorants and fricatives could therefore shift more easily to the beginning of the consonantal articulation than in a stop, where it remains bound to the release at the end of the closure. This timing difference would also explain why no contrast was possible in Proto-Athabaskan between VV and V? nuclei in stems ending in glottalic sonorants or fricatives: the glottal constriction at the beginning of a sonorant or
fricative consonant would coincide with that at the end of a glottalic full vowel and render \( VV'R \) and \( VV'X \) rimes indistinguishable from \( V'R \) and \( V'X \) rimes.

The coordination of the glottalic articulation with the release of a stop was not enough to prevent it from constricting all or most of a preceding reduced vowel, so marked tone developed in such stems, but in stems with full vowels, only a portion of the vowel would be constricted by co-articulation with the final consonant – too little for marked tone to develop on them.

### 3.2.2 Opposite tones from the same source

The marked tone differs in level between languages, for example, it is high in Chipewyan, but low in Gwich’in. Kingston (2005) argues that both high and low tones could have developed from stem-final glottalic consonants because their laryngeal articulation could have been pronounced so as to raise or lower F0. If the glottal constriction was achieved by contracting the thyroarytenoid muscle alone, then the voice quality of adjacent vowels would be creaky and F0 would be characteristically low; however, if the cricothyroid muscle was also contracted at the same time, the adjacent vowel’s voice quality would instead be tense and its F0 would be characteristically high.

According to Leer (1999), the languages with the high-marked tone are found on the Canadian Cordillera’s east side and those with the low-marked tone on the Cordillera’s west side. Yet within each of these two geographical ranges are found closely related languages with the opposite tone, e.g. low-marked Dogrib is spoken among otherwise high-marked and closely related languages on the east side, while on the low-marked west side, Northern Tutchone is high-marked next to its close relative, low-marked Southern Tutchone and similarly Tanacross is high-marked next to its close relatives, low-marked Upper and Lower Tanana.

The glottalic vs. non-glottalic contrast must have been lost very early in stem-final stops in the tonal languages, as none of them retain any vestige of it in the consonants themselves. How then could these recent reversals come about? The answer probably lies in the retention of the contrast in stem-final sonorants as well as between glottalic and non-glottalic full vowels in these languages down to the present day. If the ancestor of the tonal languages originally split into a high-marked and a low-marked dialect when some of its speakers chose to pronounce all the glottalic consonants with cricothyroid as well as thyroarytenoid contraction, while others chose to do so with thyroarytenoid contraction alone, then there is no reason why speakers should have lost this freedom to choose how to pronounce glottalic consonants in the subsequent history of the family. Speakers of Dogrib, Northern Tutchone and Tanacross could have exercised this choice quite recently in words ending in glottalic sonorants or whose nucleus was glottalic, where tone remained redundant on the laryngeal articulation of the stem-final consonant or the nucleus. The contrastive tones in what were once stop-final stems must have switched value at the same time as those in the stems where the tones were predictable. That is, all high and low tones were treated alike regardless of whether they were contrastive or redundant.

Athabaskan is by no means unique in developing the opposite tone values from ostensibly the same source. Glottal stop produced a rising tone in Vietnamese (Table 97.3) and Chinese, but a falling tone in Lhasa Tibetan (Mazaudon 1977). An [h] produced a falling tone in Vietnamese (Table 97.3), but a high tone in Utsat.
A high tone also emerged after voiceless aspirated stops, [s] and [h] in Korean, and on Punjabi vowels followed by [h] or breathy voiced stops in Middle Indic (Ohala 1973).

3.3 Summary

In this section, I have described how tone emerged from the laryngeal articulations of following consonants in the earliest ancestors of present-day Vietnamese, the Chinese languages and the tonal Athabaskan languages – [constricted glottis] in all three families and [spread glottis] in Vietnamese and Chinese. In more recent ancestors of present-day Vietnamese and Chinese, the [voice] contrast in preceding consonants split the tones that arose from this source. Tonogenesis in Athabaskan shows that a glottal constriction can be pronounced so as to either raise or lower F0, depending on whether the cricothyroid as well as the thyroarytenoid is contracted. Other examples show that F0 can be both raised and lowered while the glottis is constricted or spread. The next section shows that such cross-linguistic variability is pervasive. This variability is another, strong clue that the so-called “perturbations” of F0 caused by these various laryngeal articulations may instead be controlled.

4 Tone splitting in East and Southeast Asia

Examples presented in this section show that languages can differ in whether higher or lower tonal reflexes arise after [voice], [constricted glottis] or [spread glottis] consonants. This cross-linguistic variability is attributed to the freedom to raise or lower F0 next to sonorants of any phonation type.

4.1 Two- and three-way splits and cross-linguistic variability

Tone splitting under the influence of onset consonants is characteristic of the Sino-Tibetan, Hmong, Tai and Kam-Sui families of languages in East and Southeast Asia. A two-way split induced by an earlier [voice] contrast in initial consonants has already been illustrated with Vietnamese; many other examples of two-way splits induced by [voice] can be found in this linguistic area (Haudricourt 1972; Matisoff 1972, 1973; Mazaudon 1977). Three-way splits (Table 97.4), in which [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] induce distinct tones, are also not uncommon.

In Yung-chiang Kam (Table 97.4a), higher tones have evolved after [constricted glottis] than [spread glottis] consonants, while in Nakhorn Sithammarat Thai (Table 97.4b), it is the reflexes after [spread glottis] consonants that are higher. These outcomes are referred to henceforth as “Constricted High” and “Spread High” splits.

In all examples so far, reflexes after [voice] consonants have been lower than those after other phonation types, but some languages exhibit higher reflexes instead, both when tones split two ways (Table 97.5a) and three ways (Table 97.5b). These outcomes are “Voiced High” splits, as compared to the “Voiced Low” splits in Tables 97.3 and 97.4.
In the face of such dramatic cross-linguistic variation, it’s perhaps easy to ignore the three outcomes that are consistent across all these examples (and the many others that could be presented): (i) distinct reflexes emerged after original [voice] consonants than consonants of other specified phonation types; (ii) distinct reflexes emerged after the one series of obstruents that is unspecified for phonation type, the voiceless unaspirated stops, than the [voice] obstruents; (iii) sonorants and obstruents of a given phonation type produce the same reflexes.

The cross-linguistic variation is limited to the differences in level between the tonal reflexes observed after consonants of each phonation type.

None of the examples presented here show comprehensively how fricatives behave in tone splits, although a hint is provided by Szu ta chai, where [s] patterns with the voiceless aspirated stops. For the purposes of tonogenesis, fricatives are analyzed as contrasting for [spread glottis] rather than [voice], with voicing differences being redundant, like sonorants. Both [f] and [hm] are [spread glottis] and redundantly voiceless, while both [v] and [m] are unspecified for [spread glottis] and redundantly voiced.

### Table 97.4 Three-way tone splitting: “x > y” indicates that “x” changed into “y” in the course of the split. Labial symbols are used to represent the various phonation types. Commas separate distinct reconstructed sounds or their reflexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Constricted High: Yung-chiang Kam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>p, b &gt; m, ?m &gt; m</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>p, ?m &gt; m</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>b &gt; p, m</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Spread High: NakhornSithammarat Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>p, ?m &gt; m</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>?b, p</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>b &gt; p, m</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 97.5 Voiced High two-way and three-way splits in Shan and Szu ta chai. Slashes indicate multiple reflexes of the same reconstructed sound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Three-way: Szu ta chai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>b &gt; p, m</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>(m)p, ?m &gt; m</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>p, mp &gt; mp</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the face of such dramatic cross-linguistic variation, it’s perhaps easy to ignore the three outcomes that are consistent across all these examples (and the many others that could be presented): (i) distinct reflexes emerged after original [voice] consonants than consonants of other specified phonation types; (ii) distinct reflexes emerged after the one series of obstruents that is unspecified for phonation type, the voiceless unaspirated stops, than the [voice] obstruents; (iii) sonorants and obstruents of a given phonation type produce the same reflexes.

The cross-linguistic variation is limited to the differences in level between the tonal reflexes observed after consonants of each phonation type.

None of the examples presented here show comprehensively how fricatives behave in tone splits, although a hint is provided by Szu ta chai, where [s] patterns with the voiceless aspirated stops. For the purposes of tonogenesis, fricatives are analyzed as contrasting for [spread glottis] rather than [voice], with voicing differences being redundant, like sonorants. Both [f] and [hm] are [spread glottis] and redundantly voiceless, while both [v] and [m] are unspecified for [spread glottis] and redundantly voiced.
4.2 An explanation

The traditional explanation for the Voiced High developments has been that these languages were originally Voiced Low, in conformity with phonetic expectations, but after the initial [voice] contrast neutralized and the tone split became contrastive, the tones’ values were no longer constrained phonetically, and the tones that had evolved after the original [voice] consonants exchanged values with those that evolved after consonants with other phonation types. A similar story might be devised for the Spread High vs. Constricted High difference: either [spread glottis] or [constricted glottis] consonants first induced higher tone reflexes in the three-way splits, and the higher reflexes later exchanged values with the lower ones.

Kingston and Solnit (1989) give three arguments against such post-merger exchange processes. First, exchange processes otherwise do not occur but would have to apply frequently in this linguistic area to this linguistic property (see also Alderete 2001 and Moreton 2004 for formal objections). Second, since it is the tone features that have developed on the vowels that apparently invert their values, inversion should apply across all proto-tones. But once inversion occurred, the prior, uninverted stage would no longer be detectable, and there would be no way to know it had ever happened. If the mechanism that inverted tones could apply to individual proto-tones, inversion would be observable in that some proto-tones would exhibit post-inversion Voiced High reflexes, while others would retain the prior Voiced Low reflexes. However, such mixed languages do not occur (see Brown 1975 for further elaboration of this argument). Third, the difference between Spread High and Constricted High splits is observable prior to the merger of the laryngeal contrasts in the consonants, in a Spread High language in Table 97.4b, and for the Constricted High Karenic language, Pwo, in Table 97.6. If languages can differ while the tone reflexes still remain predictable from the consonants’ laryngeal articulations, then there is no need to assume that one development is original and the other a later inversion. In the Voiced Low language, Shih men k’an (Hmong) and many others, consonants contrasting for [voice] remain unmerged, but I have not found any cases of a Voiced High split in which this contrast has not merged (chapter 80: mergers and neutralization).

Solnit and Kingston (1988) and Kingston and Solnit (1989) argue that the freedom to pronounce sonorants of any phonation type with a higher or lower F0 (but cf. Maddieson 1984) accounts for both Voiced High vs. Voiced Low and Spread High vs. Constricted High developments. The development of opposite tones from the same phonological sources in different Athabaskan languages was explained in §3.2.2 by appealing to the same freedom to pronounce sonorants differently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 97.6</th>
<th>Three-way Constricted High tone split in Pwo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?b, p</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰ, ?m &gt; m</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b &gt; pʰ, m</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
across languages. As in Athabaskan, once the sonorants’ pronunciation and its effect on F0 had been determined in the East and Southeast Asian languages, the corresponding obstruents would be pronounced and affect F0 in the same way, even if that pronunciation would conflict with the obstruent’s phonetic proclivity to perturb F0 in the opposite direction. A phonetic conflict may in fact only arise with [voice] obstruents, which lower F0, as both [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] obstruents can be pronounced so as to raise or lower F0. Solnit and Kingston (1988) and Kingston and Solnit (1989) formalize this hypothesis by specifying first sonorants and then the corresponding obstruents for tones, using Halle and Stevens’s (1971) features [stiff] and [slack], as well as for phonation type. The tone features are not substituted for [voice] in this analysis. Instead, a consonant’s value for [stiff] and/or [slack] is predictable from/redundant in its value for [voice], [spread glottis], or [constricted glottis] within a language, but not cross-linguistically.

This proposal does not account for entire language families or substantial sub-groups being either Constricted High or Spread High, while Voiced Low and Voiced High developments are found within the same families, sub-groups, and even between closely related languages. As only voiced obstruents are expected on phonetic grounds to have a consistent (lowering) effect on F0, we would expect them to constrain these changes, yet they are the most labile in tone splits.

5 Tones from preceding vs. following consonants: Splits vs. tonogenesis

Tones rarely arise de novo from phonation contrasts in preceding consonants, as they have done in Western Kammu dialects, Eastern Cham, Utsat, Yabem, and Korean; they are more likely to split existing tones, as they have frequently done in the Vietic, Sino-Tibetan, Hmong, Tai and Kam-Sui families. There is actually a paradox here. Hombert (1977) showed that the F0 perturbations induced by an initial [voice] contrast were much smaller and shorter lasting in Yoruba, where high, mid, and low tones contrast, than in English, where no contrasts between morphemes are carried by tone. The perturbations may be constrained in size and extent in Yoruba to prevent confusion of one tone with another. If the perturbations induced by initial consonants’ laryngeal articulations are generally constrained in tone languages, then how could they ever bring about the splits just described? The answer must be that speakers of these languages have been sensitized to F0 differences between previously existing tones, and they would be more likely to attend to, rely on, and eventually transfer the contrast to the systematic F0 differences after preceding consonants, too, even if those differences were at first small and brief.

How then could tone have developed from an initial [voice] contrast in the Western Kammu dialects, Eastern Cham or Utsat, where there was no tone before? Extensive contact with other languages whose tones have split under the influence of an initial [voice] contrast is the most likely explanation.7 Contact

---

7 Brunelle (2005) presents extensive sociolinguistic evidence that speakers of Eastern Cham did not have sufficient contact with Vietnamese, the most likely language to have provided a model for its tonogenesis.
with tone-splitting languages, however, cannot explain tonogenesis from preceding consonants in Yabem or Korean. Yabem is apparently not in contact with any other tonal languages, aside from its close relative Bukuwa. Close similarities between their tone systems indicate that tone must developed in their immediate common ancestor, rather than Bukuwa being the source of Yabem’s tones. Korean has, of course, been in prolonged contact with Chinese, but the phonologization of the F0 differences after [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] vs. unspecified consonants is too recent to be explained by that contact, and too different from the tone split occasioned by the much earlier merger of the [voice] contrast in Chinese – many Chinese languages also maintain the contrast between voiceless unaspirated and aspirated stops that is about to be transferred to a tone contrast in Korean. These languages and perhaps Eastern Cham (cf. Brunelle 2005) are at least incipient exceptions to the generalization that contrastive tone does not develop in non-tonal languages from laryngeal articulations in preceding consonants.

6 Tones from uncommon sources

While consonants have often induced or split tones on neighboring vowels, the vowels’ own articulations have split tones in just two languages. The rarity of this development is surprising because F0 is higher in vowels in which the tongue is higher than in vowels in which the tongue is lower. This variation in the vowels’ “intrinsic” F0 is so pervasive that it is thought to a universal, mechanical consequence of raising the tongue, which pulls the larynx up via the hyoid bone (Ohala & Eukel 1987; Whalen & Levitt 1995; Whalen et al. 1999), but see Ladd and Silverman (1984), Steele (1986), and Kingston (1991, 1992) for contrary evidence. Despite these intrinsic F0 differences’ ubiquity and apparently automatic character, it appears that vowel height has only split tones in the Angkuic language, U, a not-too-distant relative of the Kammu languages discussed in §2.3.1 above (Svantesson 1989), and Lugbara, a Moru-Madi language of the Central Sudanic branch of Nilo-Saharan (Andersen 1986) – other putative cases have been argued not to be products of vowel height differences (Hombert 1978; Maddieson 1978; Schuh 1978).

6.1 Tone from vowel height: U

In U, the high level tone in the closely related language Hu has split: it remains high in syllables with high vowels (CHAPTER 19: VOWEL PLACE), but became low in syllables with non-high vowels (Table 97.7a vs. b; forms from U’s and Hu’s close non-tonal relative, Lamet, are given when there is no Hu cognate showing the original vowel height).

6.2 Tone from advanced tongue root: Lugbara

Western Lugbara contrasts four tones: low [fi] ‘it exploded,’ mid [fi] ‘he entered,’ high [fi] ‘intestines’ and extra-high [fi] ‘they entered.’ Within a word, the vowels /ɛ ɔ/ are raised to [e o] when followed by /i/ or /u/ within a word, and /i u/ do not co-occur with /i u/. Andersen (1986) proposes that the language therefore distinguishes [+ATR] vowels, [ɪ e ɔ u], from [−ATR] vowels, [i ɛ a ɔ o].
In the second syllable of disyllabic verb stems, high and extra-high tone are in complementary distribution: high tone occurs when the vowel is \([-\text{ATR}]\), [á], 'play' vs. extra-high tone when it is \([\text{+ATR}]\) [átí] 'walk.' In nouns, high tone only occurs on \([-\text{ATR}]\) vowels, and the extra-high tone can occur on both \([-\text{ATR}]\) and \([\text{+ATR}]\) vowels, e.g. high [à] 'blood' but *[àrí] and \([\text{+ATR}]\) vowels, e.g. high [à] 'blood' but *[àrí] and \([\text{+ATR}]\) 'thigh.' Andersen proposes that the high tone split in Western Lugbara and became high when the vowel bearing it was \([-\text{ATR}]\) and extra-high when that vowel was \([\text{+ATR}]\).

Higher F0 has been associated with \([\text{+ATR}]\) in other languages (Denning 1989), so ATR differences may affect vowels' intrinsic F0 much like vowel height does, probably because \([\text{+ATR}]\) vowels are often also somewhat higher than \([-\text{ATR}]\) vowels.

### 6.3 Why is tonogenesis from vowel height so rare?

Tone splits from vowel height or ATR contrasts are decidedly rare. Why should a vowel's own intrinsic F0 be so unable to split its tone, while F0 perturbations brought about by neighboring consonants' laryngeal articulations can so readily do so? The most plausible answer to this question is that intrinsic F0 differences between vowels differing in height depend on the vowels being prominent (Reinholt Peterson 1978; Ladd & Silverman 1984; Steele 1986; Kingston 2007) or bearing a high(er) rather than low(er) tone (Hombert 1977; Zee 1980; Connell 2002), while the effects of consonants' laryngeal articulations on the F0 of adjacent vowels do not appear to depend on the vowels' prominence or tones. If the intrinsic F0 differences between vowels were less consistent across prosodic contexts than the F0 differences between consonants, learners would be less likely to reinterpret them as differences in tone.8

---

8 The bias favoring the learning of modular constraints proposed by Moreton et al. (2008) and Moreton (2008a, b) does not help here, because the constraints referring to tone and vowel height are no more a-modular than those referring to tone and consonants' laryngeal articulations.
7 From stress and intonation to tone: Tonogenesis in Germanic

Before concluding this chapter, I sketch the probable paths through which tone evolved in three North Germanic languages, Swedish, Norwegian and Danish (Gårding 1977; Riad 1998; Lahiri et al. 1999; Riad 2000, 2003), and in Central and Low Franconian (Hermans 1999; Gussenhoven 2000b; Boersma 2006; Kehrein 2007). Unlike all the other examples discussed in this chapter, the sources of tone in these languages are not the laryngeal articulations of segments, although the tones’ distribution is partly regulated by or correlated with various segmental properties. The tones in these languages instead come from the F0 correlate of stress in the Scandinavian languages and from intonation in Central and Low Franconian.

7.1 North Germanic word accents

In the conservative variety of Swedish spoken in and around Stockholm, i.e. Central Standard Swedish, words contrast in whether they bear Accent 1 or Accent 2. Other dialects of Swedish, as well as Norwegian dialects, differ in whether the accents still contrast and the timing of the F0 events that realize the accents relative to the segment strings of the words bearing them (Bruce & Gårding 1978; Bruce 1999; Gussenhoven & Bruce 1999). Despite these differences between dialects and languages, their various synchronic patterns all descend from the same reinterpretation of the F0 correlates of stress as word accents in late Proto-Nordic, between 800 and 1200 ce (Riad 1998, 2003).

On the surface, both word accents can be analyzed as a sequence of a H and L tone (Gussenhoven & Bruce 1999, among many others; see also CHAPTER 45: THE REPRESENTATION OF TONE; CHAPTER 32: THE REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION). In words bearing Accent 1, the L tone is aligned with the stressed syllable, while in words bearing Accent 2, it is the H tone that is aligned with that syllable. Thus the two word accents apparently do not contrast in the tones of which they are composed but the alignment of those tones with respect to that word’s primary stressed syllable (Bruce 1977). Phonetically, F0 is low from the beginning of the stressed vowel in words bearing Accent 1, while it starts high and falls to a low value across that syllable in words bearing Accent 2. For words bearing Accent 1, the H only appears if there is a preceding unstressed syllable. When they are the last word in a focused constituent, both Accent 1 and Accent 2 words bear a focal H tone that appears immediately after the word accent tones, and initial and final L% boundary tones appear at the beginning and end of each intonational phrase. All these tones are necessarily realized roughly a syllable later in phrases containing Accent 2 words than those containing Accent 1 words.

Riad’s (1998, 2003) phonological analysis differs from this superficial account. Rather than a contrast in the tune-to-text alignment of a HL contour that determines when the other tones of the intonational contour are realized, Accent 2 words contrast privatively in having a lexical H* aligned with their stressed syllable which is absent in Accent 1 words. Focus is still marked by an H tone, which follows the lexical H*, if any. The L that invariably precedes this H is not lexical but instead either part of focus marking, a default L, or one inserted to separate the lexical and focal Hs in Accent 2 words and satisfy the OCP. The melody of an Accent 1 word is therefore [LH]_Focus-L%, and that of an Accent 2 word H*-[LH]_Focus-L%.
The diachronic development of this phonological contrast began with a number of reducing sound changes in Proto-Nordic, particularly, syncope of vowels in light (CV) syllables (sixth–ninth centuries CE), e.g. heavy–light–heavy /*doomi, jan/ > heavy–heavy */døø, man/ ‘to judge’ and heavy–light /*’gæstr/ > /*’gæstr/ ‘guest.’ Stress was quantity-sensitive at this stage, and any heavy syllable would have been stressed. Syncope of medial vowels created stress clashes whenever the syllables that became adjacent as a result were both heavy. Stresses also clashed in many other words where heavy syllables abutted even prior to syncope, e.g. */’wur, døø/ ‘words (nom/acc pl).’ Riad proposes that stress clash was resolved by destressing the second syllable through shortening and other changes that left the affected syllable light: */døø, man/ > /*døø.ma/ and */’wur, døø/ > /*’wor.ðu/.

Riad hypothesizes that high F0 was one of the phonetic correlates of stress at this time, and that this F0 peak survived destressing. Words that had undergone destressing would then have had two F0 peaks, one on the remaining primary stressed syllable and the other on the newly destressed syllable. After destressing, an F0 peak would no longer be a correlate of stress because only the first of these peaks would still be associated with a stressed syllable. Once destressing eliminated the prosodic equivalence of these two peaks, the first, the one still associated with the primary stressed syllable, was re-analyzed as a lexical H* tone. This is the path of development to present-day Accent 2 words. Words in which the primary stressed syllable was final would not have any stress clash to resolve, would not have undergone destressing and would not ever have borne two prosodically non-equivalent F0 peaks. No re-analysis of the F0 peak on a final stressed syllable as a lexical H* would therefore take place, so what would become Accent 1 words would not acquire a specification for a lexical H*. The F0 peak on this syllable, as well as the one on the destressed syllable in Accent 2 words-to-be, would then be reinterpreted as intonational in origin, i.e. as the present-day focal H. Subsequent sound changes added syllables to words that were once monosyllabic and produced words with non-final stress and Accent 1 and thus possible contrasts with Accent 2, notably the appearance of svarabhakti vowels before syllabic sonorants, e.g. */aku/ > */aker/ ‘field,’ */fogol/ > */fogel/ ‘bird,’ and */sوكn/ > */soken/ ‘parish,’ and enclisis of the definite article, e.g. */’and-in/ > */anden/, cf. */anden/ ‘the ghost,’ with Accent 2.

Lack of space prevents me from taking up the debates as to whether the present-day contrast between word accents is privative or equipollent, whether Accent 2 is synchronically marked (Riad 1998, 2003) or Accent 1 (Lahiri et al. 2005) if the contrast is privative, and whether the accents are lexically or morphologically determined in the present-day languages (see for discussion Riad 1998, 2003; Morén 2006).

### 7.2 Danish stød

Danish *stød* is phonetically a glottal stop or creaky voice that causes F0 to drop sharply at the end of the sonorant interval in a syllable bearing it. It is represented here with an apostrophe following the end of this interval. A syllable can bear *stød* if it is stressed and bimoraic (heavy), and its second mora is a vowel or a sonorant followed by another consonant. If the second mora is a sonorant consonant and word-final, then *stød* cannot occur. These conditions are referred to collectively as the *’stød’ basis.* Syllables bearing *stød* are typically either the
sole syllable in monosyllabic words or final stressed syllables in longer words. Following Itô and Mester (1997), Riad (2000) analyses stød as the allophone of a general HL word contour that occurs when these conditions are met, i.e. when both tones are compressed into a single word-final stressed syllable. When the stressed syllable is non-final, the two tones can be distributed across two syllables and no stød occurs.

Given the constraints on its distribution, it should not be surprising that Danish stød corresponds to the similarly restricted Accent 1 in Swedish and Norwegian. The correspondence is not perfect, however, because the distribution of stød is constrained further by the stød basis, while Accent 1’s distribution is only constrained by the original position of stress in the word. If stød is simply the allophone of a general HL contour that is realized under the segmental and prosodic conditions specified by the stød basis, then, as Riad (2000) emphasizes, these conditions only determine how that contour can be realized phonetically and do not restrict whether the underlying HL can occur, unlike the conditions on the distribution of Accent 1 in Swedish and Norwegian.

Riad (2000) proposes that stød developed from word accents in a North Germanic dialect quite like the Central Swedish dialect of Western Mälardalen, centered around the city of Eskilstuna, southwest of Stockholm (cf. Liberman 1982). The tones in this dialect are shifted earlier compared to Central Stockholm Swedish, such that the L% boundary tone is aligned with the stressed syllable, which crowds the tones of the focal contour earlier, too, displacing the focal L from the stressed syllable and aligning the focal H with it. A consequence of this crowding of the focal H and L% boundary tones onto the stressed syllable is that in the appropriate pragmatic conditions, the L% boundary tone is realized as a steep drop in F0 that may end in creaky voice.

The Eskilstuna “curl” phonetically resembles Danish stød. However, stød occurs in a narrower range of contexts than curl (the stød basis), it is categorical in the contexts where it occurs rather than pragmatically conditioned (Chapter 89: GRADIENCE AND CATEGORICALITY IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY), and word accents no longer contrast in Danish, unlike in Eskilstuna and Western Mälardalen generally. The alignment of the L% boundary tone with the stressed syllable in the Eskilstuna-like ancestor of Danish motivated the segmental restrictions on the occurrence of stød that constitute its basis: the L tone needed sonorant material on which to realize itself. The shift of the focal H tone to the stressed syllable in this Eskilstuna-like ancestor would have aligned H tones with stressed syllables generally, which would lead to their re-analysis as stress correlates and the loss of any phonological distinction between the lexical H* of Accent 2 and the focal H. In words with Accent 1, nothing changes as a result of this re-analysis, but in words with Accent 2, the re-analysis of the focal H would have led speakers to hypothesize secondary stresses on the syllables bearing the focal H tone that were actually unstressed. At that point, none of the tones are lexical any longer. These sound changes effectively reverse the sequence of prosodic changes that originally created the word accents from the F0 peaks aligned with stressed syllables in late Proto-Nordic.

This analysis appears to predict, incorrectly, that stød should correspond to Accent 2 in addition to Accent 1. Riad (2000) points to two properties that would have blocked such correspondences. First, the restrictions imposed by the stød basis would block many words with Accent 2 from developing stød. Second, large numbers of vowel-final Danish words that correspond to Swedish or Norwegian
words with Accent 2 end in schwa rather than a full vowel, and schwa cannot bear stød. These characteristics jointly limit the number of possible Accent 2 words that could have met the conditions to develop stød.

7.3 Scandinavian summary

In Riad’s (1998, 2003) account, word accents developed in the ancestor of Swedish and Norwegian once clash-resolving destressing of the second of two stressed syllables prosodically differentiated the H tone that remained aligned with the primary stressed syllable from that which had been aligned with the destressed syllable. The H that remained aligned was re-analyzed as a lexical H* tone, producing Accent 2. Final primary stressed syllables would not have destressed, the H tone aligned them would not have been re-analyzed as a lexical tone, and as a result Accent 1 words are not specified for tone lexically. Danish stød developed from word accents as a result of a shift of the L% boundary tone and the focal H tone to the stressed syllable, which led to a re-analysis of H tones as correlates of stress and the reintroduction of covert secondary stresses that reversed the sequence of sound changes that originally produced the word accents.

7.4 Tonogenesis in Central and Low Franconian

In Central and Low Franconian dialects, heavy, stressed syllables bear one of two tone patterns, referred to variously as “Stosston” or “stoottoon” vs. “Schärfung” or “Tragheitakzent,” “acute” vs. “circumflex” and “Accent 1” vs. “Accent 2” (Gussenhoven 2000b; Boersma 2006; Kehrein 2007). Their distribution depends on the height of the vowel in the stressed syllable of a word and the voicing of the following consonant, but neither dependency is a byproduct of the effects that vowel height or voicing may have on F0. This sketch of their historical development is a synopsis of Boersma’s (2006) account, broken into three stages: Old Low Franconian to Early Middle Limburgian (900–1100 CE), Early to Late Middle Limburgian (1300–1400 CE) and Late to Present-day Middle Limburgian. The first two stages are illustrated in Table 97.8:

Table 97.8 First two stages in development of Low and Central Franconiantonogenesis. At each stage, the first row shows the underlying quantitative structure and the second row the alignment of the declarative HL melody. The interrogative LH melody would be aligned in the same fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stages</th>
<th>Accent 1</th>
<th>Accent 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘sleep’</td>
<td>‘bed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>slu₃,u₃,pan</td>
<td>b₃,β₃,d₃,da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sláupan</td>
<td>bédá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OSL</td>
<td>slu₃,u₃,pan</td>
<td>b₃,β₃,d₃,da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sláupan</td>
<td>bédá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the so-called “rule A” dialects are discussed. Rule B dialects reverse the assignment of accents in many, although not all, forms but the diachronic path to reversal remains obscure.
In the first stage, a quantity contrast developed between bimoraic long non-high vowels (“sleep”) and monomoraic long high vowels (“grape”), diphthongs (“walk”), and short vowel–sonorant sequences (“hold”) (see also Chapter 20: the representation of vowel length; Chapter 57: quantity-sensitivity). Open and closed stressed syllables containing short vowels were also monomoraic (“brook” and “chest,” respectively), except when the following consonant was a geminate, whose first half also projected a mora (“bed”). Both tones of the declarative HL or interrogative LH focal accents could map onto the stressed syllable when its nucleus was a long non-high vowel or a short vowel followed by a geminate consonant, but only the first tone could map onto the single mora in all other stressed syllables because tones were mapped left-to-right, at most one tone to a mora, and at most one mora to a tone.

Quantity differed between high and non-high long-vowel vowels because high vowels are inherently shorter than non-high ones, prior lowering of short high vowels to a higher mid quality eliminated the quantity contrast in high vowels in Early Middle Limburgian and the long high vowels consisted of a vocalic segment followed by a homorganic glide. They thus resembled diphthongs and short vowel–sonorant sequences structurally in consisting of a vocalic segment followed by a consonantal one. At this stage, the realization of the focal pitch accents remained entirely predictable from the quantity differences between the two kinds of stressed syllables.

Open syllable lengthening (“brook”) eliminated this predictability and transferred the original quantity contrast to a pitch accent contrast in the second stage. Original long non-high vowels bore Accent 1, while the newly lengthened non-high vowels bore Accent 2. The long high vowels, diphthongs, and short vowel–sonorant sequences were necessarily reinterpreted as bimoraic after open syllable lengthening, but they, too, retained Accent 2. This accentual contrast preserved the original mapping and phonetic timing of the focal pitch accents relative to syllables of the first stage, at the expense of violating the constraint mapping just a single mora to each tone. Henceforth, F0 changed during the stressed syllable itself in Accent 1 words, while in Accent 2 words it changed between the stressed and following unstressed syllable, a difference reminiscent of the superficial timing difference between Accent 1 and Accent 2 words in Swedish and Norwegian.

In the third stage, short vowels in closed syllables that previously alternated with lengthened vowels in open syllables in nominal, verbal, and adjectival paradigms lengthened, e.g. /dak/ > /daak/ ‘roof (fem sg),’ /dax/ > /daax/ ‘day (masc sg)’ and /lam/ > /laam/ ‘lame (sg),’ by analogy with their plurals /daako/, /daaηa/ and /laama/ (see also Gussenhoven 2000b). The singulars would have borne Accent 2, either because they all had short vowels previously or on analogy with their plurals, which as products of open syllable lengthening bore Accent 2 themselves.

Final schwa apocope introduced Accent 1 on words with long high vowels, diphthongs, and lengthened vowels followed by voiced consonants through a shift of the L that had been aligned with the schwa to the first syllable, e.g. /drúuvä/ > /drúuβ/ > /drúuv/. Three properties made this tone’s preservation and shift possible: the consonant preceding the schwa belonged to the same mora as the schwa; it therefore bore the tone mapped onto that mora; and that tone could be heard during a voiced consonant. That is, the pronunciation before apocope was
This shift produced new alternations between /lēév/ ‘live (1sg)/
(imp sg)’ and /dááx/ ‘days’ with Accent 1, on the one hand, and /léévôn/ ‘to
live’ and /dááx/ ‘day’ with Accent 2, on the other. In the Central Franconian
dialects described as undergoing Rule A but not those undergoing Rule A2, the
extension of Accent 1 generalized to words in which the schwa did not drop,
e.g. in /lēévôn/ ‘to live.’ Accent 1 was also retained in words with geminates
when the geminate was voiced, /bêedd/ ‘bed’ > /bêedd/ and /zônn/ ‘sun’ >
/zoûn/ (cf. /nâkk/ ‘neck’ > /nâkk/). Later degemination produced /bêd and
/zôn/, with Accent 1, vs. /nâk/, with Accent 2. Accent 2 replaced Accent 1
when the geminate was voiceless, because the second tone of the pitch accent
could not be heard during a voiceless consonant.

The development of the accentual contrast in Central and Low Franconian
certainly depended on both vowel height and consonant voicing, each at a differ-
ent stage in its history, but not in any way that reflected the direct influences
these segmental contrasts may have on F0. Instead, it was the inherently shorter
duration of high compared to non-high vowels, the absence of a quantity con-
trast in the high vowels, and the structural parallel between long high vowels,
falling sonority diphthongs, and short vowel–sonorant sequences that deter-
mined the initial difference in the mapping of the two tones of the focal pitch
accents. And it was the audibility of F0 values during voiced intervals, including
those of voiced obstruents, that determined the later appearance of Accent 1 where
Accent 2 might otherwise have been expected. The inception of the accentual
contrast at stage 2, however, did not depend on either property, but instead on
conserving the previously predictable mapping of tones to syllables after open
syllable lengthening had largely eliminated the quantity contrast that previously
determined that mapping.

Gussenhoven (2000b) and Kehrein (2007) present a number of additional
empirical arguments for not treating the distribution of the accents as instances
of tonogenesis from the intrinsic F0 differences between vowels differing in
height or on vowels preceding rather than following obstruents differing voicing.
First, vowel qualities changed subsequently in directions opposite those expected
from the tones they bear. Second, voiced consonants only induced Accent 1 in
place of Accent 2 on high vowels in words of more than one syllable, across the
board in Rule A and Rule A2 dialects following final schwa apocope, and when
schwas were retained in Rule A dialects, while original monosyllables with high
vowels consistently exhibit Accent 2. The presence of a following vowel should
have been of no consequence if Accent 1 developed from the effect of the voicing
contrast on the preceding vowel’s F0. This difference is expected, however, if the
voiced consonant instead preserved and made audible the tone on the second
syllable. Perhaps, the most compelling argument, however, is that Accent 1 and
Accent 2 are only realized with a HL vs. sustained H melody on the stressed
syllable in declaratives. In interrogatives, they are instead realized with LH vs.
sustained L melodies. If both H and L tones can be regulated by both non-high
and high vowels and by both voiced and voiceless obstruents within the same
language, then the effects of vowel height and obstruent voicing differences on
F0 cannot have determined the accents’ distributions.

This last argument raises the question, should this accentual contrast’s
development be treated as an instance of tonogenesis at all? In the present-day
languages, the tones themselves arise from the intonation, and there is no reason
to think that they have not done so throughout the period when the accentual contrast developed. The contrast may therefore have always been in how intonational tones were aligned with the utterance’s segmental material. Kehrein (2007) argues for just such a synchronic analysis in which there are no lexical tones, and a word’s (original) segmental properties determine whether it projects a moraic trochee and Accent 1 alignment or syllabic trochee and Accent 2 alignment. He also shows that phonetic evidence for a lexical tone can be hard to find in the F0 contours of present-day Central and Low Franconian words (Gussenhoven 2000a, b; cf. Gussenhoven & Peters 2004).

### 7.5 Differences between Central and Low Franconian and Scandinavian

Boersma’s analysis sharpens the synchronic and diachronic differences between the Central and Low Franconian accents and the Scandinavian accents. Even though tones are realized earlier in Accent 1 than Accent 2 words, in both the tones remain properties of the intonation in Central and Low Franconian, while they now arise from the lexicon and/or morphology in the Scandinavian languages. Word accents developed in the Scandinavian languages as a result of clash-resolving destressing and the resulting reinterpretation of the F0 peaks that had previously been predictable correlates of stress. In Central and Low Franconian, inherent differences in duration between high and non-high vowels and differences in the audibility of F0 between voiced and voiceless targets instead determined how focal pitch accents were aligned with segments. The result in the Scandinavian languages was the development of a contrast between the presence and absence of a lexical tone, that is, true tonogenesis, but in Central and Low Franconian, the contrast was instead between prosodic structures that forced intonational tones to align differently.

### 8 Summary and conclusions

This chapter has reviewed the ways that languages have acquired contrastive tone, particularly tonogenesis and tone splitting in East and Southeast Asian language families, including Sino-Tibetan, Hmong, Tai, Kam-Sui, the few tonal Mon-Khmer and Chamic languages, Athabaskan, Yabem, and Korean. The laryngeal articulations of consonants raised or lowered F0 in neighboring vowels, those effects on F0 were exaggerated, and contrast transferred from the consonants to tone once the consonants were otherwise no longer pronounced differently. Just two languages, U and Lugbara, have apparently split their tones under the influence of intrinsic F0 differences between vowels contrasting for height and ATR, respectively.

The chapter closed by discussing how the word accents developed in Swedish and Norwegian from clash-resolving destressing and the resulting re-analysis of F0 peaks as lexical and focal tones rather than as correlates of stress, how stød subsequently developed from these word accents in Danish when F0 peaks realigned with stressed syllables and were once again analyzable as stress correlates, and how contrasting patterns of tune–text alignment developed from original quantity contrasts and subsequent changes in quantity in Central and
Low Franconian. The Franconian case can be described as a transfer of contrast from segments to tone, but one where segmental properties affected the timing and audibility of intonational F0 targets rather than F0 values. In phonologizing a formerly predictable correlate of stress, the Scandinavian word accents also transfer a contrast: Accent 2 emerged in words in which secondary stresses were lost to resolve stress clash vs. Accent 1 on words in which no stress clash occurred because the final syllable bore primary stress. Subsequent sound changes affecting Accent 1 words introduced following unstressed syllables, and words with non-final primary stress now contrast for word accent.

In Athabaskan and East and Southeast Asian languages, consonants with particular laryngeal articulations were the source of higher tones in one language and lower tones in another. This variability was attributed to the presence of contrasts for laryngeal articulations in sonorants as well as obstruents. No phonetic constraints on laryngeal articulations in sonorants prevent them from being pronounced so as to either raise or lower F0. Individual languages, groups of languages, or whole families opt to pronounce the laryngeal articulations in sonorants one way or the other, and the obstruents with the same laryngeal articulations follow suit. Athabaskan differs from the East and Southeast Asian language in preserving the laryngeal contrasts in sonorants and transferring them from obstruents, while it is the other way around for the East and Southeast Asian languages. As a result, particular groups of languages and individual languages in the Athabaskan family have repeatedly changed their pronunciation of the sonorants, while in East and Southeast Asia language groups are far more uniform, with the exception of the Voiced Low vs. Voiced High difference. These facts suggest that consonants should be specified for tone, using [stiff] and [slack], in addition to [voice], [spread glottis] and/or [constricted glottis].

This chapter does not account for tonogenesis in the many tonal Central American, African, and New Guinean languages (except Yabem). Tones have been reconstructed for the proto-languages from which the present-day Central American and African languages descend, so it has not been possible to work out how these languages became tonal. Catalogues are beginning to emerge of the types of tone languages found in New Guinea, particularly in the Trans-New Guinea stock (Donohue 1997, 2005; Ross 2005), but there the data vary too much to generalize about their historical development.
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